APPLICATION OF MODEL DISCOVERY LEARNING FOR INCREASE ACTIVITY AND RESULT OF STUDENTS LEARNING AT BEAUTY OF TOGETHER THEME CULTURAL DIVERSITY OF MY NATION SUBTHEME

ABSTRACT

This research intend to increase activity and the result of grade four SDN Tegallega Bandung city at cultural diversity of my nation subtheme.

Type of this research is class action research type of collaboration. This researcher has been collaboration with class teacher. Researcher as teacher who execute learning activity while class teacher as observer. This class action research consists of two cycles which conducted six sessions. Success criteria in this research divided of two kind, that is success of the process and success of the result. Success of the process is if the learning plan (RPP) and execution of learning achieve the percentage of 80%. While success of the result is if student learning activity which cover cognitive product (P1), process cognitive (P2), and psychomotor (P3) and affective learning result which cover character affective (P4) and social skill (P5) achieve the percentage of 80% from grade four student amount who achieve criteria minimal completeness (KKM = 3,00).

The result of research show that with apply model Discovery Learning at cultural diversity of my nation subtheme can increase activity and result of student learning in grade four. This matter showed with result of increase student learning activity and result of learning affective at every cycle, result of P1 cycle I first meeting amount 43%, second meeting amount 54% and third meeting amount 64%, cycle II fourth meeting amount 71%, fifth meeting amount 82% and sixth meeting amount 89%. Result of P2 cycle I firs meeting amount 36%, second meeting amount 46% and third meeting amount 61%, cycle II fourth meeting amount 68%, fifth meeting amount 79% and sixth meeting amount 89%. Result P3 cycle I firs meeting amount 64%, cycle II fourth meeting amount 71%, fifth meeting amount 82%, sixth meeting amount 89%. There is result of affective learning as following result P4 cycle I amount 65% and cycle II amount 83%. Result P5 cycle I amount 77% and cycle II amount 80%. As the mentioned analysis data, can be concluded that apply model discovery learning for increase activity and result of student learning at beauty of together theme cultural diversity of my nation subtheme can increase activity and result of students learning.
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